
Keep Vulnerability Free WordPress Website with Wpscan Plugin 

Do you want to enhance website security? Do you rely on the best tool to find vulnerability 

quickly? You can switch over to wpscan to automate a task more manageable. It is the most 

popular WordPress security scanner. Site owners give importance to a theme, plugin and 

WordPress version on-site and check any vulnerability. You can carry out a regular scan with the 

help of a scanner. Tool checks result against the vulnerability database and inform site owners if 

there are any issues on-site like SQL injection, cross-site scripting, and more.  
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How It Performs: 

Website owners install and set up a scanner to scan a WordPress site thoroughly. It is a vital 

element for website security. A scanner is entirely responsible for scan WordPress core, plugins, 

and themes and finding security issues and vulnerabilities. Once the scanner finds which theme, 

plugin, and WordPress core version are used on-site, it checks whether any software you use has 

issues. The tool verifies issues by sending a request to a database managed by the wpscan team. 

The database comes up with different WordPress vulnerabilities. Before vulnerability adds to a 

database, experts check them. Every entry can source, verified, and add to the database via 

human eyes. 

 Once the website scan is over, site owners get a notification and know the result.  

 You can look at PDF reports and download them to consult with the team.  

 A free plugin is an ideal solution for scanning the average site. 

 Whether you need to scan the site multiple times, you can opt for the premium plan. 

 Site owners visit the WordPress official site and get accurate information about the plan 

and pricing. 

Safeguard Website Against Vulnerabilities: 

Wpscan is an effective solution for WordPress users to automate the process of finding issues on 

site. It is necessary to configure the plugin to run a regular and hourly scan. Website owners 

receive the perfect report through email after tool finding issues. WordPress site owners run 

plugins on-site and enjoy maximum benefits. 

 Wpscan team works with the WordPress security community, and security researchers 

submit issues to the database. 

 It manages the current security issue list and checks the website for threats. 

 Wpscan vulnerabilities database comes up with entries verified and added via the expert 

team. 

 It is necessary to know more about WordPress core, theme, or plugin issues in the 

website. 
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 Scanner beats malicious users and preserves the site before vulnerability develops. 

You can pay attention to issues once you gain notification. It is valuable for site owners to 

protect the site adequately. Site owners avoid vulnerability affecting the site and manage a plugin 

and theme in good condition. Users have a flexible way to see databases and deal with scans. 

Set Up The Wpscan Plugin: 

Wpscan is the most popular WordPress plugin and gathers the perfect sort for vulnerability 

databases. You can follow simple guidelines to set up a scanner and carry out the scan. 

Install Plugin: 

The installation process begins by navigating to the plugin page on site. You can search for the 

database and click the install option. Once installation is over, activate them. The plugin sends an 

API request to the vulnerability database. Users can send 25 API requests for free per day. 

Access API Token: 

If you access the API token, you can click on the link in the notification and go to the wpscan 

site. Next, you can submit the form and confirm via email address. Then, you can log in to the 

wpscan dashboard that displays the API token. 

Activate API Key: 

Once you get the API token, you can go to the wpscan plugin setting page and paste the API 

token in a required field. 

Set Automated Scan Setting: 

In the setting, you can configure scan frequency and time. WordPress users set to scan for every 

day, twice every day and hour based on their wish. You can start with a free API key and run a 

scan. A PDF report is beneficial for users to take action immediately and boost and keep the site 

up to date. 

Site owners implement the right plugin to find vulnerabilities easily on a site. Naveen is the best 

digital marketing manager and helps clients know more about wpscan. Contact JDM Web 

Technologies to acquire a digital marketing service if you want the best assistance. 
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